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NEETs for Children in Need
The youth exchange NEETs FOR CHILDREN IN NEED took place between 20-26 April 2017
in Săcueni, Romania, with 30 young people from Romania, Hungary, Greece, Portugal and
Lithuania.
The main topic of the youth exchange was the social-economical-educational inclusion
of young generations which was approached from two sides. On one hand, the majority of
participants directly involved in the project were NEET (not in employment, education and
training) youngsters willing to develop skills, competences that can enhance their chances to employment. On the other hand, the organizers intended to decrease the risk of social exclusion of institutionalized children (orphans, semi orphans) through various programs carried out by the participants of the youth exchange in the local children’s home.
During the youth exchange, the participants got to know the functioning of social system,
child protection system of each country (how they help people in need like unemployed
person, people facing diverse difficulties). Starting from the third day, the participants developed , planned, prepared and carried out activities with diverse topics and methodologies in the children’s home:
1. Different craft workshops
2. Sport activities
3. Upcycling workshop
4. EU games aiming to get to know the members, official currency, languages, geography of EU
5. Knowing the nature: games aiming to get the children acquainted with natural sites, directions, environment protection
The participants offered help in physical activities around the house (preparing meals,
repairing, painting and decorating, gardening, etc.). During these activities the youngsters
had the opportunity to carry out dialogs with the children. The need of these children is to
get attention, appreciation, to feel beloved. These programs helped children in need to become more communicative, sociable, open, but also to acquire skills and aptitudes in connection with the fields addressed by the activities that were carried out by the participants.
The youth exchange included intercultural activities too, like inter-cultural night and national cultural nights which aim to help the participants to familiarize with the participating countries and to accept cultural diversity.
During the project the participants gained various skills by the “Do it yourself!” method, because they had all of freedom in preparing and implementing the activities. The key
competences developed by them were continuously autoevaluated and registered in their
YouthPass Certificates.
the organizers
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Culture salad

We woke up just to see the
snow falling down on the
roof outside, and we thought
that it was going to be cold.
But we found warmth in the
face of the participants! We
went for breakfast and started meeting each other, because most of us are in international rooms. After the meal
that fulfilled us with energy,
we played name games and
energizers.
We set some rules for our
accommodation and then we
saw the presentation of Erasmus+, the YouthPass Certificate and key competences, which
was really interesting because we learned things about European Exchange Programmes we
didn’t know about.
Then we enjoyed a different soup made of fruits and nicely cooked meat with potatoes.
Then we went sightseeing the village of Săcueni, going around the market, the bakery, the
pharmacy, the orphanage and the Town Hall.
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New day, new things to learn!

On a nice spring morning 30 young boys and girls woke up at 8 a.m. facing a day full of fun,
serious talks and a lot to learn. In the newest day of the NEETs for children in need, realized in
Săcueni (Romania), we, the youngsters, did presentations about the social system of our home
country; saw a short film about the situation of the refugees in Greece; did some energizer games; had a Romanian themed night; discussed about what’s our role and what can we do to help
children in need. On our conversations there were themes like abortion, refugees and the culture of which country that was represented (Romania, Lithuania, Greece, Hungary and Portugal).
We also had great coffee breaks, chit-chatting about last night’s awesome intercultural night.
We started the day with energizer games, so everyone would be awake. This was followed
by the presentations about the social system of the countries. In each presentation we got the
chance to learn something about way of organization in each country represented. This is probably one of the bests part of this project: get to know other cultures and ways of living, be
comprehensive and get to present your own ideas.
The presentations were followed with lunch time, to restore energies and after that followed
the most interesting activity of the day. All the things that we were just talking about until now
got life through the non-formal method of forum theater! We had scenes of alcoholic or workaholic parents, abandoned kids, youngsters pushed into school leaving and pregnancy, and so on.
We had lot of fun, but the discussions continued after the activity showed that the arguments
did not end with the game.
Finally, the day ended with the Romanian night, where the team showed us some traditional
food and made a presentation about basic information and curiosities about Romania. This kind
of activities are very good for the people of other countries learn and have a more close look to
other cultures.
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Getting closer to the essence
We found the words hardly to describe this day. Maybe the best word to describe it is the
word: crucial.
We started the morning with some theoretic discussions. We were divided in groups of five
and sat at a table talking about various themes, mostly about what we, the government and
EU can do to help children in need. It was a awesome experience because those turned out to
have really complex answers and opinions where everyone shared their ideas and everyone
respectfully listened. One of the better ways to grow as a person is to listen what others have
to say and share your our opinions about the matter. It helps you see things in the bigger picture and helps you form a really strong argument. But these
were just words. When it came
to meet the kids, without even
knowing their background stories, our whole perception of
the topic just changed.
And yes, this was crucial because none of us experienced
such moments before, because we all came from loving families, and because we found
the common language with
the kids for the first sight.
And this experience changed us as well.

What a day!
Day 4 started in our lovely Săcueni finding us starting going to the train station where the
team had to catch the train. Our destination was Oradea city. Arriving at the station we observed that there were a lot of gypsy people waiting for the train as well! Usually trains on
Sunday are not full so there were only two cars so we voted to deal with that phenomenon!
One silly idea that Yiannis invented became the subject a bet with good purpose! Yiannis (in
the morning) at Săcueni challenged himself in front of some participants telling that he can
wear a bra and walk around in the city for money in return! The bet turned into a fundraising
in order to buy something for the children and offered it altogether with the participants!
The performance started after our launch at the dinner and it was something like that…
Our way back was more or less in a silent mode after a day trip and the team was refilling
energy for the night because it was Greek cultural night!
The chefs of the Greek team started to prepare one delicious pastitsio dish, Greek salad
and Corinna, as a master in desserts, prepared it!
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One of the highlights of
the night was the tzatziki competition in which
the national groups had to
prepare their own tzatziki
dip without knowing the
recipe, only by looking one
photo of the specific food!
After that, our judges had
blind taste and evaluated
the four different efforts!
Romania team won the
competition but the funny
point was when the Portuguese group took a revenge
on the male judging members because of reminding
them of the Euro 2004!
The night finished with
some Greek songs sung live
by Dimitris’ guitar and the
rest Greek voices!
At the end of the end it
was visible to everyone’s
face and expressions the
enjoyment and the happiness of that awesome Sunday day in total!
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Day of surprises
Compared to what we were
prepared for with the kids,
some surprises came up during Monday, so we did some
improvisation in order to
spend the day usefully. In the
morning we prepared a few
ideas and tools for some great
upcycling workshop. The plan
was to take the kids to the city
and collect recyclable waste (like bottles, milk cartons,
etc.) for the afternoon workshop. When we arrived to the
children’s home the leader of the house informed us that we are not allowed to take the kids
anywhere, but there is a big load of waste in a storage rooms where we might find something
recyclable. And this is what happened! The kids chose to use jars and bottles for recycling from
the dusty boxes, and in the end we made some great pieces of decoration for the Wednesday
charity sale! First we washed the glass objects, during that time the other prepared a big table
for the painting, and the kids collected some natural elements to complete their work.
The kids proved again that nothing is impossible, even if you find yourself in some seemingly big trouble!
The Lithuanian night was just as colorful as our day! We had presentation, quiz, rap and
national anthem, not mentioning the delicious candies! Thank you girls!

Live, love, laugh!
This is quite an old online cliché, but this is what happened
with us on the sixth day of the
exchange.
Most of us were standing
and looking at the timetable
because of Tuesdays program. EU-games? What should be our goals with that?
How will we reach the kids
with this topic? Fortunately
our gamemasters resolved
the question easily. Three-
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four people of us created such a game! We could not decide whether we are more excited or the kids?! There were quizzes, hearts to collect, safety points and hunters. The
game was played on the whole territory of the children’s home, and everyone got tired enough after hours and hours of playing, running and laughing around each other.
The children were talking about the game, their excitement and their achievements during the
whole afternoon, when the picnic took place. Since we were not allowed to go anywhere in the
nature, farther from the home with the kids, we arranged the picnic in the garden of the home, at
a terrace kind of place, with a nice view to the city. We had a tasty marshmallow roasting afternoon, taking care of the littlunts to not hurt or burn themselves, but still, enjoy the experience. And
we couldn’t keep looking at
them anyway – hearts became
transferred properties on that
afternoon.
The night came and we felt
so pleased about this day, not
as our Portuguese friends,
who were preparing for their
national night like they would
be going for the Michelin star
or something! Later on we
understood everything… The
whole scene was arranged
like we would be in an exclusive Portuguese restaurant. The
atmosphere, the dishes, the
singing and the presentation
were just perfect!
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In the shadow of the farewell

The last day of the NEETs project found us with some work at the children’s home. We did
not regret to do some household work since we could be with the kids for some more time,
on the last day as well. We painted windows, some garden decorations, made pancakes,
and so on. We all felt that this morning is not gonna’ end up without tears. The kids were
amazing in farewell. We got hugs we will never forget.
After finishing at the children’s home a few of us went to sell the handmade products we
created together with the children on the previous days, this way we could gather some more
money for them. Almost everything was sold by the end of the market. After lunch, during
the final evaluation it turned out clearly that none of us will return back home without leaving behind a piece of his/her heart, also the follow-up was encouraging. Everyone had ideas
about “planting” this project idea into the sending organizations plans and profile. Also the
daily personal evaluations brought their fruits, we got our nicely completed YouthPasses.
The last dinner and the farewell night was spent just as the previous ones, with lots of
discussions, smiles and cheerfulness – despite the fact that we did not know when are we
going to see each other again after leaving Săcueni.
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